


Kissing a boo-boo is both a ritual and a metaphor.

If your child takes a tumble, you scoop her up, dust her off, and check for cuts, bruises, or

breaks. Even before any necessary medical attention, it’s time for hugs and kisses. Likely, there are

certain words you always use at these times. “That’s my strong, brave girl!” or “Mommy’s here,

and you’re fine.” Or whatever sounds right to you.

This is a ritual because it’s a series of actions we parents perform intentionally, in a particular

order with prescribed words and actions. The holding and comforting of the child is as vital as the

disinfectant and Band-Aid in keeping her safe, because it also works as a kind of long-term psy-

chological talisman. The reassurance that loving arms will always be there to pick her up and keep

her safe is a lot of what makes it possible for your child to keep taking one more leap into the big,

unknown world out there.

And that’s where the metaphor part comes in. Ritual in general, all the little and big things

we do together as families, works as a safety net, a security blanket, and an ongoing promise

of protection.

I knew a family that actually had something they called the “Poor Sweet Baby Blanket,” a worn

blanket they kept in a closet. When any member of the family had an atrocious day, they took

the blanket out at day’s end and wrapped it around that person, while hugging him or her and

saying the soothing words, “Poor Sweet Baby!”
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Introduction
Why Does It Matter So Much?



Most parents already have a life laced

with ritual and tradition, but they don’t always

realize it. The dozens of small, often idiosyn-

cratic actions and responses that occur every

day just come pouring out of them from love

and habit. These are things as simple as a

catchphrase you say when you pull out of the

driveway, or the precise way your toddler’s

stuffed animals must be lined up at bedtime.

Parents don’t glorify these things with words

like “ritual” or “tradition.” But they should.

In my work, I start by trying to get parents

to realize the supreme importance of these

small gestures and how they fit alongside

the bigger, more dramatic events and cele-

brations that constitute a family’s ritual life.

Let’s start with a definition. I sometimes

use the words ritual and tradition interchange-

ably, but I prefer the word ritual because

it covers more ground. It’s a stretchy word

that covers everything from saying grace at

the table to big ceremonies like weddings

and funerals.

The dictionary says a ritual is an action

repeated. Ritual is something you do in the

same way over and over, on purpose. To

me, family ritual is practically any activity

you purposely repeat together as a family

that includes a heightened attentiveness,

and something extra that lifts it above the

ordinary ruts. A habit isn’t the same at

all. It’s something you do like brushing your

teeth—without thinking, on automatic pilot.

Another difference between rituals and

habits is the nature of your purpose. You

brush your teeth so they stay clean and won’t

fall out. You don’t have family dinners just for

the purpose of putting food in your bellies:

You gather together because you want to

build a deep, satisfying sense of belonging

for your tribe.

Here’s another way to describe the dif-

ference between ritual and routine, and

it comes from an unexpected source, a

California-based fitness trainer named Chip

Conrad. I found this quote on his website:

There is a great difference between

routine and ritual. Routines are oblig-

atory activities that require little or no

thought. Rituals encompass spirit,

magic, and that overused word, em-

powerment, to transform you to new

levels of accomplishment and being.

Now, Conrad is talking about taking peo-

ple to transformative, new levels of physical

fitness. But he’s really made the distinction

brilliantly, and I think families that work to

achieve memorable, personal rituals will very

likely tap into something magical. And they

will definitely empower their children.

But what’s the extra pizzazz that makes

an activity a ritual, not a routine? You need
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to create a splash, throw some metaphorical

sprinkles on top. Repeated words or actions,

special food or music, and a heightened

sense of attention can provide the juice you

need. I wouldn’t call it a ritual if you some-

times sit on the front steps of your house,

blowing bubbles with your kids. But if you

do it every Friday while consuming cookies

and lemonade and call it your “Welcome to

the Weekend Party,” then it’s definitely a

family ritual.

Many of my favorite rituals are extremely

simple. There’s themother who writes inspiring

messages in colored chalk on her driveway

and street for her daughters to find on the

first day of school. Or the father who provides

“monster spray” in a spritz bottle so his son

can fall asleep every night feeling protected.
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1. Impart a sense of identity
2. Provide comfort and security
3. Help to navigate change
4. Teach values
5. Pass on ethnic or religious heritage
6. Teach practical skills
7. Solve problems
8. Keep alive a sense of departed family members
9. Help heal from loss or trauma
10. Generate wonderful memories

Ten Good Things
Rituals Do for Children


